Tex Clean Scum Away: A White Scum Remover
TEX CLEAN SCUM AWAY, a white scum remover, is formulated for the removal of
salt scum deposits found on clay brick and tile surfaces. White scum is the formation of
hard salt deposits on tile and the face of brick. With TEX CLEAN SCUM AWAY, these
deposits can be easily removed. TEX CLEAN SCUM AWAY is a highly corrosive liquid
and special precautions must be taken to ensure this product is used only on clay brick
and tile. Be sure to avoid any contact with other surfaces as they may be damaged if
contact is made with SCUM AWAY. For exceptional results, please read and follow
mixing, application, and safety information which is on the label of this product.

APPLICATION PRECAUTIONS
Cover all plants, sidewalks, metals, glass, aluminum (columns, window frames, etc.) and
any other non-masonry item that may be damaged by this product. Beware of drifting of
sprayed product, fumes or rinse water. Avoid exposing anyone without proper safety
equipment to spray, splash, or fumes.
READ ALL PRECAUTION AND SAFETY INFORMATION BEFORE APPLYING PRODUCT!

APPLICATION

Always test a small area (4 – 6 Sq. Ft.) and allow it to dry thoroughly to insure the desired result.

Dilute one part TEX CLEAN white scum remover to one part water. Always contain
solution in a polyethylene or plastic bucket, and never use in areas that do not provide
adequate ventilation. Applicators should wear rubber gloves, goggles, face shields and
clothing that prevent cleaner from coming into contact with the skin. Disposable filter
respirators must be worn when working in confined area.
Thoroughly pre-wet a large surface area with water and generously apply product using
low pressure spray, roller, or masonry washing brush. Allow product to remain on
masonry surface for 1-3 minutes before rinsing. When it is time for removal, rinse
thoroughly with fresh water, using low water pressure at first and then increasing to a
hard stream while lightly scrubbing with a clean fiber brush. Reapply cleaning solution
and scrub the surface as required. Caution: Do not allow cleaning solution to “dry-in” to
the masonry – bleaching may result.
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